Solution for the processing
of TV and PC monitors

Bundles of power
The disposal specialist L + N Recycling in Bubesheim had been trying to resolve a
longstanding conflicting challenge: TV and PC monitor plastics should be compacted
as tightly as possible for transportation, however, at the same time should remain
in pieces that were large enough to be sorted later. The Bubesheim company found
the solution in the HSM baling press. Since then, not only have the plastics been delivered in a highly compacted state to the recipient in Asia, but L + N has also saved
transportation and processing costs.

Customer quote:
“For a recycling company of our size,
the HSM baling press offers the optimal
solution also in terms of the costs”
Dr. Bernd Funk,
Chief Technician of L + N Recycling GmbH
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Successful test phase
Understandable, therefore, that Bernd Funk

Task
For many years the disposal company
had the plastics of TV and PC monitors
compacted by a neighbouring
container service, and this brought a
lot of problems with it: unnecessary
transportation, undesired intermixing
of plastics such as PET, insufficient
packaging of the compacted bales that
often fall apart when loading.
Solution
In 2008 L + N Recycling GmbH
decided to purchase the vertical baling
press V-Press 860 S from HSM. Since
that time, the recycling specialists
have the compacting and loading of
the bales under their own control.
Benefit
•	Cost saving: The transportation of
plastics to be compacted at
container services being no longer
necessary, also no more leasing
costs for roller containers
•	Better processes: Monitoring of the
compacting in-house
•	Reliable technology: The baling
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press is specifically designed for
compacting rigid plastics
•	High purity plastics: No undesired
mixing of plastic fractions due to
the service provider compacting
several sorts of plastic in the same
machine
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